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Abstract
Parallel tracking or auto guidance systems are becoming common in tractors. Auto guidance systems
with accurate positioning allow driving very accurately in straight driving lines. If the driving
lines include curves, however, it is mathematically much harder to keep the shortest distance to
the adjacent driving line constant. And it becomes even harder if the vehicle is a tractor-trailer and
DFRSUDWXYZWXUWXU[RUSDW\RS[D]UZ^Z\\Z_U[RF`SqR,^U[RxR\z[D]]\ZYR]U[RUSDW\RSXRFR]]DSW\{
does not follow the kinematical route and more measurements are required to compensate for
the error. In this paper a developed path tracking system is presented. An ISO 11783 compatible
tractor was used together with a towed combine seed drill. The drawbar of the seed drill was
customized by adding a hydraulically controlled joint. The measurements used in navigation were:
a RTK-GPS receiver in the tractor, a laser scanner in the seed drill to detect previous swath, and
attitude estimation from the inertial and magnetometer measurements. Two different algorithms
were developed: a simple one which is based solely on tractor navigation with direct laser scanner
based drawbar control; and an advanced one which is based on nonlinear Model Predictive Control
(MPC). In MPC approach, a full kinematic model of the tractor-trailer system with active joint is
utilized and the laser scanner measurement is in an auxiliary state. For testing purposes a simulator
was also developed. The active joint in the trailer drawbar was found to be valuable as the response
from control to error is much quicker than from front wheel control. The laser scanner was found
to be reliable to detect an edge of the previous swath when the produced small furrow at the edge
is clear. The model predictive control also worked nicely and gave a smoother control curve than
traditional control algorithms without affecting the response and settling time.
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Introduction
In agricultural guidance systems the basic idea of path tracking has been to take some point of the
^Z\\Z_RzYDU[DUDzRxXRzzW]UDXFRD[RDzZ^U[RUSDFUZSDXzUZFD\F`\DURU[R]URRSWXDX\R_[WF[
would lead the tractor to that point. The idea is essentially the same, despite the algorithms, for
how the control value is calculated. These algorithms do not take into account the position of
the implement in general. The idea of this research is to try to keep both tractor and trailer in the
followed path. Also because there are two controllable degrees of freedoms in the system, the
problem statement becomes a multivariable control problem. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is
a good choice for this kind of purpose. With that it is also possible to take into account more points
along the followed path.
7[RUR]UFZXx`SDUWZXFZX]W]URzZ^D]UDXzDSzUSDFUZSDXzUZ_RzUSDW\RS7[RUSDFUZS_D]D9D\USD7
with added ISOBUS (ISO 11783) Class 3 facilities. The trailer was a Junkkari Maestro 3000 seed
zSW\\_WU[D\]ZDzzRz,62%86^DFW\WUWR]7[RzSD_EDSZ^U[R]RRzzSW\\_D]D\]ZZzWxRz^ZSU[W]
research by supplementing an extra controllable joint. This joint gives an extra degree of freedom
^ZSFZXUSZ\\WXU[RYZ]WUWZXZ^U[R]RRzzSW\\7[W]UR]UFZXx`SDUWZXW]W\\`]USDURzWX)W`SR
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The navigation system can be divided roughly into three parts: path planning, path tracking and
actuator control. In this paper, the focus is on path tracking and the other parts receive less detailed
attention.
Basic path planning algorithm
Path planning is a challenging task as such. In this research, the adjacent driving line is used for two
simple reasons: the limited measurement range of the laser scanner and ease of implementation.
A laser scanner can measure land-marks accurately only two meters distance in both directions.
This limits the usage of local positioning to only the adjacent driving lines. Also in the global
positioning system, the path to be tracked is gained from the recorded GPS-positions of the trailer.
The positions are shifted amount of one machine width away from already sowed area in order to
gain the new adjacent driving line. More advanced path planning algorithms are considered, for
example, in Oksanen (2007).
Path tracking algorithms
The purpose of path tracking algorithms is to keep a vehicle on the desired route. In this research
there were two different types of path tracking algorithms developed: a Target Point algorithm
and a MPC-based algorithm. The developed Target Point algorithm is similar to the Pure-pursuit
algorithm developed by Amidi (1990). In addition to Amidi’s algorithm, an integration term was
used to boost up steering in strict curves. Another similar type tracking algorithm is, for example,
the Vector-pursuit algorithm (Wit et al., 2004).
As the basic path tracking algorithm did not cover the control of the active joint, the control values
were calculated in a geometric manner from the distance to the path measured by the laser scanner.
The transformation formula from the distance (L) to the desired joint angle (γnew) is in Equation 1.
^new = sin-1(sin(^) + L/c)

(1)

where variable c is the length of the drawbar and γ is current joint angle measurement. It is noticeable
that this transform does not take account of either the GPS-position or the recorded path. In this way,
the system consists of two separate path tracking algorithms; a local positioning based algorithm
for the trailer and a global positioning based algorithm for the tractor.
MPC-based algorithms are completely different, utilizing the followed path along a broader length,
not just a single point like the previously mentioned algorithms. They can also give control values
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to several actuators simultaneously. The usage of real time MPC algorithms is becoming possible
due to the development of the computational resources of computers. Lately, several researchers
(Lenain et al., 2005; Vougioukas, 2007) have used MPC for path tracking problems. In their research,
however, there has been only one controlled variable: the steering angle of the front wheels of the
tractor; and the position of the trailer is not considered.
Actuators
7[R ,62%86 zRxXR] U[R FZXUSZ\ WXURS^DFR Z^ U[R ]URRSWX DX\R &ZXUSZ\ R]]DR] FZX]W]U Z^
curvature values so the implementation of the wheel angle controller is at lower level and stays
at the responsibility of the tractor manufacturer. The navigation system gives setpoint values for
this controller.
7[RSRDSR]YRFWxRzR]]DR]UZFZXUSZ\U[R[{zSD`\WFqD\qRWXU[R,62%86E`UU[RFZXUSZ\Z^U[R
active joint is not considered. Therefore, the navigation system must include a low level controller
which controls the valve of the hydraulic cylinders of the joint. The implemented controller was a
standard PID-controller which uses the difference of desired and measured joint angle as an input
value. With this controller the active joint worked in a way similar to a front wheel steering.
Localization
In this research, the tractor position was measured with a Trimble 7400MSi RTK-GPS receiver.
,UYSZz`FR]YZ]WUWZXRD]`SRRXU]xqRUWR]YRS]RFZXz]DXz[ZSWZXUD\DFF`SDF{W]]UDURzUZER
U[SRRFRXUWRUSR],^U[RX`ERSZ^DqDW\DE\R]DUR\\WUR]zSZY]ER\Z_xqR[Z_RqRSU[RDFF`SDF{
dramatically reduces. A Trimble 5700 VRS-GPS was used as a reference measurement for the trailer
position. It was not used for any control purposes. Attitude estimation from inertial, magnetometer
DXz*36RD]`SRRXU]_D]DWXRz_WU[U[R[R\YZ^DX8X]FRXURz.D\DXx\URS$]RXUWZXRz
before, in addition to the global positioning system based on RTK-GPS, also a local positioning
system based on laser scanner is also utilized.
Model predictive control
The function of Model Predictive Control is based on predicting future changes in the states of
U[RFZXUSZ\\RzZzR\7ZRU[RS_WU[YSRzWFUWX03&D\]ZUSWR]UZxXzDXZYUWD\]Z\`UWZX^ZSU[R
control problem. Optimality is judged from the quadratic cost function.
The prediction model is in Equation 2.
x(k+1) = Ax(k) + Buu(k) + Bvv(k) + Bdd(k)
ym(k) = Cmx(k) + Dvmv(k) + Ddmd(k)
yu(k) = Cux(k) + Dvuv(k) + Ddud(k)

(2)

Where x is the process state vector, u the control vector, v the measured disturbances vector, the
unmeasured disturbances vector, ym the measured outputs vector and yu the unmeasured outputs
qRFUZS7[RFZ]U^`XFUWZXW]zRxXRzWX(`DUWZX
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Where the y vector consist of ym and yu, r is the target vector and Q, R ` and Ru are positive
]RWzRxXWUR]`DSRDUSWFR]FZX]W]UWX_RW[U]9DSWDE\Rε is a slack variable, which is used to
loosen the limits in state constraints. Constraints are in Equation 4.
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where the vectors umin, umaxbRminbRmax, ymin and ymax are minimum and maximum values of the
u , VbR , VbR , V y and V y are
controls, control changes and measurements respectively. Vumin, Vmax
min
max min
max
the loosening parameters for the minimum and maximum values.
Because the cost function is a quadratic type, the solution of the optimization problem is gained
from the QP-solver (Quadratic Programming). This is automatically done by the Matlab Model
Predictive Control –Toolbox (Bemporad et al., 2008).
):7*<83:5<-/*?-63.853-.3.8:?*.0+03*<
As mentioned in the previous chapter, MPC requires an exact model of the controlled system. In this
case, the model of the controlled system is the kinematic model of the tractor-trailer combination. In
derivation of the kinematic model, it is assumed that the ground is ideal and sliding does not occur.
With these assumptions, the kinematic model can be easily derived from two sets of constraints.
7[RxS]U]RUZ^FZX]USDWXU]FZXXRFU]UZRU[RSU[R\ZED\YZ]WUWZX]Z^U[RFRXUSRYZWXUZ^U[R^SZXU xF,
yF) and rear (xR, yR) axles, the connection point of the drawbar (xC, yC), the point of the controlled
joint (xD yD), the centre point of the seed drill (xE, yE) and the position of the laser scanner (xL, yL).
These constraints are in Equation 5.
 x F x R  a cos(T )
°
° y F y R  a sin(T )
°° x C x R  b cos(T )
®
° y C y R  b sin(T )
° x D x C  c cos(T  E )
°
¯° y D y C  c sin(T  E )

x E
°
°yE
®
°x L
°¯ y L

x D  d cos(T  E  J )
y D  d sin(T  E  J )
x D  l cos(T  E  J )
y D  l sin(T  E  J )

(5)

,
Where a is the wheelbase, b is the distance from the rear axle to the connection point of the drawbar,
c is the length of the drawbar, d is the distance from the drawbar joint to the centre point of the
seed drill, l is the distance from the drawbar joint to the laser scanner, θ is the tractor heading,  is
the angle between tractor and the drawbar and ^ is the angle of the controlled joint. These above
mentioned positions and parameters are also depicted in Figure 2.
The second set of constraints includes the assumption that sliding does not occur. In other words,
movement perpendicular to the heading is zero and movement of the rear axle along the heading
direction equals the velocity of the tractor. These constraints are in Equation 6.
 x R cos(T )  y R sin(T ) v
° x

°° R sin(T )  y R cos(T ) 0
® x F sin(T  D )  y F cos(T  D ) 0
° x sin(T  E  J )  y cos(T  E  J ) 0
E
° E

¯° L  x L sin(T  E  J )  y L cos(T  E  J )

(6)

Where s denotes the time derivative of the variable s, L is the distance to the followed path measured
by the laser scanner and  is the angle of the front wheels.
The centre point of the tractor rear axle, tractor heading, angle between the tractor and the drawbar
and the distance to the followed path are considered to be the state variables. The steering angle
of the front wheels and the angle of the controlled joint are considered to be control variables. The
velocity of the tractor is considered to be a measured disturbance because it is controlled manually
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in this research. The state equations are derived from the two sets of given constraints in Equation
5 and 6. The results are in Equation 7.
x R v cos(T )
° y
° R v sin(T )
°T v tan(D )
°
a
®
 av sin(E  J )  v(d  c cos(J )  b cos(E  J )) tan(D )  adJ
°E
a(d  c cos(J ))
°
°  (d  l )(v(cos(J )(a sin(E )  b cos(E ) tan(D ))  sin(J )(a cos(E  b sin(E ) tan(D )))  ac cos(J )J)
°L
a(d  c cos(J )
¯

(7)

These state equations are highly nonlinear and, therefore, they must be linearized about an operating
point in order to gain the linear state space model as in Equation 1. It turned out that the linearization
and QP-solver reinitialization with the MPC Toolbox takes about three times longer than the control
cycle time. Therefore, linearization is done only if the tractor heading is changed remarkably. In
this research, linearization was done if the tractor heading was changed 45 degrees.
Laser scanner measurement handling
7[R]RRzzSW\\DS¤]WU]SZ`URZXU[RxR\z_WU[D]D\\Y\Z`[_[WF[W]Z`XURzWXU[R^Z\\Z_WX
harrow and is located rear left corner of the seed drill. The produced furrow is approximately 5
cm deep and 15 cm wide in dry ground and in wet ground even smaller. The furrow is located at
the edge of the swath and it will be covered by the adjacent driving line. As seen in Figure 3, the
^`SSZ_W]XZU`F[\DSRSU[DXXDU`SD\SZ`[XR]]WXU[RxR\z]ZDX{DzzWUWZXD\FZqRSRSW]XZUXRRzRz
The laser scanner is mounted one meter above the ground in the front right corner of the seed
drill. The scanning direction is perpendicular to the ground and driving direction. In this research
a Sick LMS221 2D laser scanner was used. It scans a 180 degree area with one degree resolution
77 times per second.
$UxS]UU[R\D]RS]FDXXRSRD]`SRRXU]DSRUSDX]^ZSRz^SZYZ\DSFZZSzWXDUR]UZSRFUDX`\DS
FZZSzWXDUR])SZU[W]U[R]`YYZ]RzSZ`Xz\RqR\W]^Z`XzE{xUUWXU[RxS]UzRSRRYZ\{XZWD\
to the neighbourhood of last found mark position by minimizing the Mean Square Error (MSE).
7[RWX]UDXUDXRZ`]DS¤YZ]WUWZXW]^Z`XzE{xUUWXU[RDS¤YSZUZU{YRUZU[RSR]Wz`D\]DDWXE{
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WXWWWXU[R06(RSSZS7[R^Z`XzYZ]WUWZX]DSRx\URSRzE{DxqR]DY\RDqRSDWXx\URS_[WF[
leaves the leftmost and the rightmost measurements out. This reduces noise and prevents outliers
^SZD^^RFUWXU[RFZXUSZ\,X)W`SRU[RxR\zYSZx\RDXzxUURzSZ`Xz\RqR\UZRU[RS_WU[U[R
mark prototype is drawn.
Results
7[RxS]UUR]U]_RSRYRS^ZSRzWXD]W`\DUZS_[RSRU[R¤WXRDUWFZzR\_D]`UW\WRzDXzXZW]R]
_RSRZzR\\Rz)WXD\U`XWX_D]zZXR`XzRSxR\zFZXzWUWZX]7[RYSRzWFUWZX[ZSWZXZ^U[R03&
D\ZSWU[_D]]URY]DXzU[RFZXUSZ\[ZSWZX_D]xqR]URY]E`UU[R]DRFZXUSZ\qD\`R_D]¤RYU
for three consecutive time steps so the control horizon was in total 15 time steps long. A single time
step was 100 milliseconds long which was the same as the control cycle time of both algorithms. The
followed point in the Target Point algorithm was four meters ahead of the front axle of the tractor.
The laser scanner worked surprisingly well and distance to the followed path was recognized
reliably 80% of the time. Sometimes the tractor front wheels went over the mark furrow and the
mark was destroyed. Unfortunately, this happened mainly in tight curves where local positioning
is required most. With a wider seed drill these events would be much more uncommon and the
recognizing percent even better.
The developed path tracking algorithms were compared in four different cases. Tests were similar
to those from Roth et al. (2002). These four different cases were: straight line following test, step
response test, real world test and tight curve following test.
7[R xS]U UR]U − ‘straight line following’, did not shown much difference between the tested
algorithms. The following accuracy was almost as good as positioning accuracy with the standard
deviation of the errors being smaller than 10 cm.
The second test − ‘step response’, was realized by starting the navigation system at the desired
speed when the tractor was manually driven two and a half meters beside the followed path. The
^`XFUWZXWXU[R(`DUWZX_D]xUURzUZU[RRSSZSqD\`R]UZDWX]ZR]UDUW]UWFD\WX^ZSDUWZX
y

y 0 exp(  t V ) cos(Zt )  y1

(8)

Where t is time since the discontinuity,  is the exponential decay constant and  is the oscillation
frequency (Roth et al., 2002). Some of the results are listed in Table 1.
It can be seen in the results that the MPC algorithm is slightly faster to settle down to a new path
than the Target Point algorithm. Nevertheless, changes in the control values were smoother as seen
in Figure 4. This is due to the overshooting of the Target Point algorithm. The same kind of results
were achieved also with different speeds and step sizes.
The third test − ‘real world test’, consisted of several variable sizes curves. The results using either
MPC or Target Point –algorithms were again similar. If active joint was not used, however, the
error was much larger than with if the active joint was used. Especially in the last test − ‘tight curve
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test’, where path curvature was changed smoothly from a nine meter radius to a 20 meter radius,
the trailer straightened curves being almost one meter distance to the followed path. In the same
tests using active joint, the error was 0.40 m at most.
&-75?40:-70
A navigation system with global and local positioning systems was developed. The global positioning
system was based on RTK-GPS and the local positioning system was based on a laser scanner and
zSWqWXDS¤]ZXU[RxR\z7[R03&ED]RzD\ZSWU[_D]WY\RRXURz^ZSYDU[USDF¤WXY`SYZ]R]
Furthermore, a traditional path tracking algorithm was implemented together with a direct laser
scanner based drawbar control for comparison.
7[R^`XFUWZXD\WU{_D]UR]URzWX^Z`SzW^^RSRXUU{YR]Z^xR\zUR]U$XDFUWqR¨ZWXUYSZqRzUZERqD\`DE\R
and the MPC based algorithm produced a smoother control curve and was still able to be as effective
D]USDzWUWZXD\FZXUSZ\D\ZSWU[]7[RERXRxUZ^03&W]DFDYDEW\WU{UZYSRYDSR^ZS^`U`SRF[DXR]
in the followed path and a capability to control multiple devices.
Still further development is needed to achieve more precise path following. Also, the kinematic
model needs to be enlarged to include the dynamics of actuators. With the help of true Nonlinear
Model Predictive Control, the navigation system would also achieve better results.
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